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No charges in friendly−fire death; U.S. investigators
blame fatigue, lack of communication for Canadian's
death
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A U.S. army investigator recommended that no charges be filed against the U.S. Special Forces
machine−gunner who killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall and an American soldier during a heated nighttime
battle last year in Afghanistan.

The recommendation is in documents released by the army yesterday about the friendly−fire deaths of Costall
and Vermont National Guard 1st Sgt. John Thomas Stone.

Their deaths, "while regrettable, are understandable in the context of this firefight,'' said one document, a
report written by an American army officer whose name was blacked out.

The officer said Costall and 37 other Canadian soldiers were sent to reinforce Forward Operating Base
Robinson for an expected attack on March 28, 2006.

They were moved into the field of fire of the machine−gunner, who was at a special forces compound inside
the base, the report said.

It said an "inaccurate target identification'' that night by the gunner, who was not identified in the report,
caused him to fire at the rooftop position where Stone and other soldiers were, fighting off an attack by
Taliban forces.

In the report and a second one yesterday, the army said an inadequate defence plan and fatigue contributed to
the tragedy, as did a lack of communication and supply problems at the base in Helmand province in
Afghanistan.

In the reports, one investigator said he spoke with the two special forces soldiers manning two machine−guns
in the area where the fatal shots were fired. Neither acknowledged firing the fatal shots, but their statements
"lack credibility,'' the investigator said.

The special forces report said the small base, established a month earlier, had been under near−daily attack. It
had acute supply problems and its soldiers were exhausted, the report said.

Canadian reinforcements arrived by helicopter after dark, creating confusion, the report said. The attack began
about 1:45 a.m. March 29 with mortars followed by rocket−propelled grenades and small arms fire.

No charges in friendly−fire death; U.S. investigators blame fatigue, lack of communication for Canadian's death1



Stone went to the roof of the building and was hit in the back by a machine− gun bullet. Costall and other
Canadian soldiers were on a berm outside the gate. Costall was hit by two shots, either of which would have
been fatal.

Costall, 22, was a machine−gunner with 1st Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry. He was
born in Thunder Bay, Ont., and grew up in Gibsons, B.C.
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A U.S. Army investigator recommended that no charges be filed against the U.S. Special Forces
machine−gunner who killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall and an American soldier during a heated night−time
battle last year in Afghanistan.

The recommendation is in documents released by the army on Tuesday about the friendly−fire deaths of
Costall and Vermont National Guard 1st Sgt. John Thomas Stone.

Their deaths, "while regrettable, are understandable in the context of this firefight," said a report written by an
American army officer whose name was blacked out.

Investigators say no charges in friendly−fire death of Canadian 3
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Here are the CP coverage plans as of 23:30 EDT. The CP editor handling World news in Toronto can be
reached at 416−507−2165.

MONTPELIER, Vt. _ A U.S. army investigator recommended that no charges be filed against the U.S.
Special Forces machine−gunner who killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall and an American soldier during a
heated night−time battle last year in Afghanistan. Their deaths, ``while regrettable, are understandable in the
context of this firefight,'' says one document written by an American army officer. 700 words.
BC−Afghan−Cda−Friendly−Fire, 1st Writethru. Moved.

WASHINGTON _ President George W. Bush leaves the door open for an eventual pardon of convicted
vice−presidential aide Lewis (Scooter) Libby. ``I rule nothing in and nothing out,'' Bush says, even as
Democrats fume over his decision to erase Libby's prison sentence and the aide's supporters complain he
should have been pardoned. 950 words. By Ben Feller. See Photo. BC−CIA−Leak−Trial, 2nd Writethru.
Moved.

See also:

BC−CIA−Leak−Pardons−Glance. Moved.

BC−CIA−Leak−Analysis, 1st Writethru. Moved Datafile.

BC−Clinton−Interview. Moved Datafile.

LONDON _ The diverse group came together with a shared goal: to bring havoc and death to the heart of
Britain. There was a doctor from Iraq, another from Jordan and two from India _ all in their 20s and some
working together as medical colleagues. Experts say the plot was hatched in Britain, possibly in hospitals in
Liverpool and Glasgow. 1,404 words. By David Rising. See Photo. BC−Britain−Terrorism, 4th Writethru.
Moved.

See also:

BC−Britain−Terrorism−Timeline. Moved Datafile.

BC−Britain−Terrorism−Glance, 1st Writethru. Moved Datafile.

LONDON _ Ayman al−Zawahri, al−Qaida's No. 2. George Habash of the PLO. Mahmoud Zahar, the Hamas
strongman in Gaza. All trained as doctors _ as did at least six suspects in the failed bomb attacks in Britain.
While the notion of healers as killers is shocking, history shows a doctor's status in society can be misused for
terrorist aims. By Thomas Wagner. 900 words. Thomas Wagner. BC−Doctors−As−Militants. Moved Datafile.

KANDAHAR, Afghanistan _ Afghan and Canadian forces clashed with Taliban militants in a dangerous
southern region overnight, leaving a number of suspected insurgents dead, officials said Tuesday. There were
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no casualties among coalition forces in the battle in the Zhari district of Kandahar province. NATO
spokesman Maj. John Thomas said the military used air strikes around daybreak and it was possible a ``small
number of insurgents'' were killed. 750 words. By Stephanie Levitz. BC−Afghanistan, 1st Writethru. Moved.

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan _ The tension long brewing around the radical Red Mosque bursts into the open with
street battles between security forces and black−robed fanatics mounting a vigilante anti−vice campaign. At
least nine people are killed and scores wounded in the clash, which underlines concern of the spread of
extremism in a country struggling to combat Taliban and al−Qaida militants. 900 words. By Stephen Graham.
See Photo. BC−Pakistan−Radical−Mosque, 3rd Writethru. Moved.

CHICAGO _ Jurors at the Conrad Black fraud trial may have to continue deliberations after they return a
verdict since they could be asked to determine how much money the former press baron will have to give up if
he's convicted of any crimes. The nine women and three men weighing whether Black conspired to defraud
shareholders out of millions of dollars retired last Wednesday. They were in their fifth day of deliberations on
Tuesday, and are expected to continue their discussion until at least next week. 1,196 words. By Romina
Maurino. BC−Conrad−Black−Trial, 3rd Writethru. Moved.
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MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) _ A U.S. Army investigator recommended that no charges be filed against the U.S.
Special Forces machine−gunner who killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall and an American soldier during a
heated night−time battle last year in Afghanistan.

The recommendation is in documents released by the army on Tuesday about the friendly−fire deaths of
Costall and Vermont National Guard 1st Sgt. John Thomas Stone.

Their deaths, ``while regrettable, are understandable in the context of this firefight,'' said one document, a
report written by an American army officer whose name was blacked out.

The officer said Costall and 37 other Canadian soldiers were sent to reinforce Forward Operating Base
Robinson for an expected attack on March 28, 2006.

They were moved into the field of fire of the machine−gunner, who was at a Special Forces compound inside
the base, the report said.

It said an ``inaccurate target identification'' that night by the gunner, who was not identified in the report,
caused him to fire at the rooftop position where Stone and other soldiers were crouched behind a wall,
fighting off an attack by Taliban forces.

In the report and a second one released Tuesday, the army said an inadequate base defence plan and fatigue
contributed to the tragedy, as did a lack of communication from headquarters and significant supply problems
at the base in Helmand province in southern Afghanistan.

In the new reports, one investigator said he spoke with the two Special Forces soldiers manning two
machine−guns in the area where the fatal shots were fired. Neither acknowledged firing the fatal shots, but
their statements ``lack credibility,'' the investigator said.

The Special Forces report said the small base, established about a month earlier, had been under near daily
attack. It had acute supply problems and its soldiers were exhausted, the report said.

At one point in February, soon after the base was established, the Americans had to use their own money to
buy food for the Afghan soldiers with them, the report said.

The Canadian reinforcements arrived by helicopter after dark at the same time an 80−vehicle supply convoy
arrived, creating confusion about where the vehicles and soldiers should be placed, the reports said. The attack
began about 1:45 a.m. March 29 with mortars followed by rocket propelled grenades and small arms fire.

Stone went to the roof of the building where he was staying and was hit in the back by a machine−gun bullet
that travelled through his body and into his head, according to the reports. He was not wearing body armour.

U.S. investigators recommend no charges in friendly−fire death of Canadian 6



Costall and other Canadian soldiers were on a berm outside the gate. Costall was hit by two shots, either of
which would have been fatal, the report said.

Costall, 22, was a machine−gunner with 1st Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry. He was
born in Thunder Bay, Ont., and grew up in Gibsons, B.C. The possibility of him being killed by friendly fire
was raised earlier by his wounded comrades.

The battle effectively ended when coalition forces called in an air strike, the U.S. Army reports said.

Both reports are executive summaries of investigations into the tragedy. One was done for the U.S.
Department of Defense command in Kandahar, Afghanistan. The second was prepared for the 3rd Special
Forces Group at Fort Bragg, N.C.

Both were inadvertently excluded from a compact disk delivered to The Associated Press on Monday in
response to a Freedom of Information Act request.

The documents released Monday marked the first official confirmation that friendly fire caused the deaths.

The U.S. investigation into possible friendly fire began the day after Stone and Costall were killed.

The Canadian military has also conducted an investigation but its report had not yet been released.

Stone, 52, of Tunbridge, joined the military after high school, but was in an out of the service several times
over the course of 35 years.

He was on his third tour in Afghanistan.

U.S. investigators recommend no charges in friendly−fire death of Canadian 7
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A U.S. Army investigator recommended that no charges be filed against the U.S. Special Forces
machine−gunner who killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall and an American soldier during a heated night−time
battle last year in southern Afghanistan.

The recommendation is in reports released by the army yesterday about the friendly fire deaths of Costall and
Vermont National Guard 1st Sgt. John Thomas Stone.

Their deaths, "while regrettable, are understandable in the context of this firefight," said one report, written by
an American army officer whose name was blacked out.

The officer said Costall and 37 other Canadian soldiers were sent to reinforce Forward Operating Base
Robinson for an expected attack on March 28, 2006.

They were moved into the field of fire of the machine−gunner, who was at a compound inside the base, the
report said.

It said an "inaccurate target identification" that night by the gunner, who was not identified, causing him to
fire at the rooftop position where Stone and other soldiers were fighting a Taliban attack.

Stone went to the roof of the building and was hit by a machine−gun bullet that travelled through his body and
into his head, according to the reports. He was not wearing body armour.

Costall, 22, and other Canadian soldiers were on a berm outside the gate. A member of the Princess Patricia's
Canadian Light Infantry, he was hit by two shots, the report said.

Costall was born in Thunder Bay, Ont., and grew up in Gibsons, B.C. The possibility of him being killed by
friendly fire was raised earlier by his comrades.

The Canadian military has also conducted an investigation but its report had not been released. Canadian
critics say it's shocking that Canadians heard first from Americans that friendly fire is officially being blamed
for Costall's death.

Report urges no charges in friendly fire deaths; U.S. probe says fatalities of Canadian, American are 'understandable'8



"I think it is entirely inappropriate that we hear, and for the family to hear, about the results of the American
investigation through the media," said NDP defence critic MP Dawn Black (New Westminster−Coquitlam).

A spokesperson for Defence Minister Gordon O'Connor said the minister had not seen the report.

With files from the Star's Richard Brennan

Report urges no charges in friendly fire deaths; U.S. probe says fatalities of Canadian, American are 'understandable'9
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A U.S. Army investigator has recommended no charges be filed against the U.S. Special Forces
machine−gunner who killed Canadian Private Robert Costall and a U.S. soldier in Afghanistan last year.

The recommendation is in documents released by the army about the friendly−fire deaths of Costall and
Vermont National Guard 1st Sgt. John Thomas Stone.

A report written by a U.S. Army officer says their deaths, while regrettable, are "understandable in the context
of this firefight."

The officer says Costall and 37 other Canadian soldiers were sent to reinforce Forward Operating Base
Robinson for an expected attack on March 28, 2006. KEYWORDS=WORLD
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A U.S. army investigator recommended that no charges be filed against the U.S. Special Forces
machine−gunner who killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall and an American soldier during a heated night−time
battle last year in Afghanistan.

The recommendation is in documents released by the army yesterday about the friendly−fire deaths of Costall
and Vermont National Guard 1st Sgt. John Thomas Stone.

Their deaths, "while regrettable, are understandable in the context of this firefight," said one document, a
report written by an American army officer whose name was blacked out.

The officer said Costall and 37 other Canadian soldiers were sent to reinforce Forward Operating Base
Robinson for an expected attack on March 28, 2006. They were moved into the field of fire of the
machine−gunner, who was at a Special Forces compound inside the base, the report said.

It said an "inaccurate target identification" that night by the gunner, who was not identified in the report,
caused him to fire at the rooftop position where Stone and other soldiers were crouched behind a wall,
fighting off an attack by Taliban forces.

In the report and a second one released yesterday, the army said an inadequate base defence plan and fatigue
contributed to the tragedy, as did a lack of communication from headquarters and significant supply problems
at the base in Helmand province in southern Afghanistan.

In the new reports, one investigator said he spoke with the two Special Forces soldiers manning two
machine−guns in the area where the fatal shots were fired. Neither acknowledged firing the fatal shots, but
their statements "lack credibility," the investigator said.

The Special Forces report said the small base, established about a month earlier, had been under near daily
attack. It had acute supply problems and its soldiers were exhausted, the report said.

At one point in February, soon after the base was established, the Americans had to use their own money to
buy food for the Afghan soldiers with them, the report said.

U.S. soldier goes scot−free for friendly fire deaths Army investigator recommended no charges for killing Canuck11



The Canadian reinforcements arrived by helicopter after dark at the same time an 80−vehicle supply convoy
arrived, creating confusion about where the vehicles and soldiers should be placed, the reports said. The attack
began about 1:45 a.m. March 29 with mortars followed by rocket propelled grenades and small arms fire.

Stone went to the roof of the building where he was staying and was hit in the back by a machine−gun bullet
that travelled through his body and into his head, according to the reports. He was not wearing body armour.

Costall and other Canadian soldiers were on a berm outside the gate. Costall was hit by two shots, either of
which would have been fatal, the report said.

Costall, 22, was a machine−gunner with 1st Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry. He was
born in Thunder Bay, Ont., and grew up in Gibsons, B.C. The possibility of him being killed by friendly fire
was raised earlier by his wounded comrades. KEYWORDS=CANADA
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WASHINGTON, D.C. − An investigator with the U.S. army has recommended that no charges be filed in the
friendly fire shooting that killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall, 22, in Afghanistan last year.

The conclusion is revealed in new documents released by the U.S. army, the Associated Press reported
yesterday.

Costall died in a nighttime battle with insurgents in March 2006, along with Sgt. John Thomas Stone of the
Vermont National Guard.

Costall, a gunner with the First Battalion Princess Patricia's Light Infantry, grew up in Gibsons.

No charges recommended in friendly fire death: report 13
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A United States Army investigator recommended that no charges be filed against the U.S. Special Forces
machine−gunner who killed Canadian Private Robert Costall and a U.S. soldier during a heated night−time
battle last year in Afghanistan.

The recommendation is in documents released by the army yesterday about the friendly−fire deaths of Pte.
Costall and Vermont National Guard Sergeant 1st Class John Thomas Stone.

Their deaths, "while regrettable, are understandable in the context of this firefight," said one document, a
report written by a U.S.

Army officer whose name was blacked out.

The officer said Pte. Costall and 37 other Canadian soldiers were sent to reinforce Forward Operating Base
Robinson for an expected attack on March 28, 2006.

They were moved into the field of fire of the machine−gunner, who was at a Special Forces compound inside
the base, the report said.

It said an "inaccurate target identification" that night by the gunner, who was not identified in the report,
caused him to fire at the rooftop position where Sgt. Stone and other soldiers were crouched behind a wall,
fighting off an attack by Taliban forces.

In the first report, released Monday, and a second one released yesterday, the army said an inadequate
base−defence plan and fatigue contributed to the tragedy, as did a lack of communication from headquarters
and significant supply problems at the base in Helmand province in southern Afghanistan.

One investigator said he spoke with the two Special Forces soldiers manning two machine guns in the area
where the fatal shots were fired. Neither acknowledged firing the fatal shots, but their statements "lack
credibility," the investigator said.

FRIENDLY FIRE: SOLDIERS' DEATHS Investigator recommends withholding charges against U.S. machine−gunner14



Pte. Costall, 22, was a machine−gunner with 1st Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry. He was
shot to death from behind, according to the first report.

Both reports are executive summaries of investigations into the tragedy. One was done for the U.S.
Department of Defence command in Kandahar, Afghanistan. The second was prepared for the 3rd Special
Forces Group at Fort Bragg, N.C.

The documents released Monday marked the first official confirmation that friendly fire caused the deaths.

The Canadian military has also conducted an investigation but its report had not yet been released.
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An investigator with the U.S. army has recommended no charges be filed in the friendly fire shooting that
killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall in Afghanistan last year.

The conclusion is revealed in new documents released by the U.S. army, the Associated Press reported
Tuesday.

Costall died in a nighttime battle with insurgents in March 2006, along with Sgt. John Thomas Stone of the
Vermont National Guard.

Both were shot from behind, according to a U.S. report released earlier this week.

Costall, 22, was a gunner with the Edmonton−based First Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light
Infantry. He was born in Thunder Bay, Ont., and raised in Gibsons, B.C., about 50 kilometres northeast of
Vancouver.

The newly released documents include a report written by a U.S. army officer that calls the deaths
"regrettable," but says they were "understandable in the context of this firefight."

Other allied soldiers were also injured in the incident, which occurred at Forward Operating Base Robinson in
Afghanistan's Helmand province.

The report said an "inaccurate target identification" that night by the gunner, who was not identified, caused
him to fire at the rooftop position where Stone and other soldiers were crouched behind a wall as they fought
off an attack by Taliban forces, according to AP.

A pair of reports cited fatigue and an inadequate base defence plan as contributing factors for the incident.

One report was done for the U.S. Department of Defense command in Kandahar, Afghanistan. The second
was prepared for the 3rd Special Forces Group at Fort Bragg, N.C.

The Special Forces report said the small base, established about a month earlier, had been under near daily
attack.

No charges in friendly fire death of local soldier; U.S. army investigator says death 'understandable' in context of battle16



It had acute supply problems and its soldiers were exhausted, the report said.

Neither of two Special Forces soldiers manning the machine−guns would admit to firing the fatal shots when
questioned by an investigator, the documents say.

However, the reports said those statements lacked credibility.

Two Canadian Forces reports into the incident have also been completed.

The reports are both under final review and will be released shortly, a Canadian military spokesman said this
week.

No charges in friendly fire death of local soldier; U.S. army investigator says death 'understandable' in context of battle17
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A U.S. army investigation has concluded friendly fire from a U.S. Special Forces soldier was responsible for
the March 2006 death in Afghanistan of a Canadian soldier.

Pte. Robert Costall died in the nighttime battle with insurgents, along with Sgt. John Thomas Stone of the
Vermont National Guard.

Both were shot from behind, the U.S. report said, according to the Associated Press.

Costall, 22, was a gunner with the First Battalion Princess Patricia's Light Infantry.

Report blames friendly fire for soldier's death 18
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An investigator with the U.S. army has recommended no charges be filed in the friendly fire shooting that
killed Canadian Pte. Robert Costall in Afghanistan last year.

The conclusion is revealed in new documents released by the U.S. army, the Associated Press reported
Tuesday.

Costall died in a nighttime battle with insurgents in March 2006, along with Sgt. John Thomas Stone of the
Vermont National Guard. Both were shot from behind, according to a U.S. report released earlier this week.
Costall, 22, was a gunner with the First Battalion Princess Patricia's Light Infantry.

No charges in friendly fire death of Canadian, U.S. army recommends 19
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